Absorption, refraction and scattering in analyzer-based imaging: comparison of different algorithms.
Many mathematical methods have been so far proposed in order to separate absorption, refraction and ultra-small angle scattering information in phase-contrast analyzer-based images. These algorithms all combine a given number of images acquired at different positions of the crystal analyzer along its rocking curve. In this paper a comprehensive quantitative comparison between five of the most widely used phase extraction algorithms based on the geometrical optics approximation is presented: the diffraction-enhanced imaging (DEI), the extended diffraction-enhanced imaging (E-DEI), the generalized diffraction-enhanced (G-DEI), the multiple-image radiography (MIR) and the Gaussian curve fitting (GCF). The algorithms are theoretically analyzed in terms of their validity conditions and experimentally compared by using geometrical phantoms providing various amounts of absorption, refraction and scattering. The presented work shows that, due to their specific validity conditions, the considered algorithms produce results that may greatly differ, especially in the case of highly refracting and/or highly scattering materials. The various extraction algorithms are also applied to images of a human bone-cartilage sample. The aim is to validate the results obtained on geometrical phantoms and prove the efficiency of the different algorithms for applications on biological samples.